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INVESTIGATION OF FILM COOLING EFFECTIVENESS
BY USING PRESSURE SENSITIVE PAINT

SUMMARY

Film cooling is a method which protects components of the gas turbine from hot main
flow with a relatively cooler air flow. It is crucial to establish the effectiveness of film
cooling in order to understand and develop the behavior of film cooling holes. That is
why there are experimental and numerical studies about the film cooling performance
since 1960s. In this study, the film cooling effectiveness is obtained by using an
experimental method which uses Pressure Sensitive Paint (PSP). PSP enables film
cooling effectiveness measurements at room temperature air conditions by sensing
partial pressure variation of oxygen on painted surfaces. The flat plate geometry is
a simple structure to test and improve film cooling hole effectiveness back-to-back
in between samples, therefore it is preferred in this study. In order to study the
effectiveness, parameters such as hole inclination, hole array row number and blowing
ratio are varied. The aim was to test five different inclination angles, 15-20-25-30-35
degrees, with a single row on a flat plate, but it is declined because of Covid-19 threat.
This graduation project covers the review about PSP and film cooling.
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PSP METODUYLA DELİKLİ SOĞUTMA
VERİMİNİN ARAŞTIRILMASI

ÖZET

Film soğutma, gaz türbininin parçalarını nispeten daha soğuk hava akışı sayesinde
sıcak ana akıştan koruyan bir yöntemdir. Film soğutma deliklerinin davranışını
anlamak ve geliştirmek için film soğutmanın verimini belirlemek çok önemlidir. Bu
yüzden 1960’lardan beri film soğutma performansı hakkında deneysel ve sayısal
çalışmalar vardır. Bu çalışmada, film soğutma etkinliği Basınca Duyarlı Boya
(Pressure Sensitive Paint,PSP) içeren deneysel bir yöntem kullanılarak elde edilmiştir.
PSP, boyalı yüzeylerde oksijenin kısmi basınç değişimini algılayarak oda sıcaklığında
hava koşullarının film soğutma etkinliği ölçümlerini mümkün kılar. Düz plaka
geometrisi, numuneler arasında arka arkaya film soğutma deliği etkisini test etmek
ve geliştirmek için basit bir yapıdır, bu nedenle bu çalışmada tercih edilmektedir.
Verimi incelemek için delik eğimi, delik dizisi sıra numarası ve üfleme oranı
gibi parametreler değişmektedir. Amaç, düz bir plaka üzerinde tek bir sıra ile
15-20-25-30-35 derece arasında beş farklı eğim açısını test etmekti, ancak Covid-19
tehdidi nedeniyle reddedildi. Bu mezuniyet projesi PSP metodu ve film soğutması
hakkındaki incelemeyi kapsamaktadır.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There has been numerous ideas about how the air flowing through a gas turbine engine

interacts with the components. Although air is quite thin in terms of density, the

amount of pressure and heat makes it very wearing for the engine parts. Engineers

have been observing the effects of heat and pressure on materials and have been trying

to design new solutions that can relieve the stress on engine parts. Of course, not

every part of the engine is under the threat of excessive stress but some particular parts

of the engine get exposed to tremendous amount of wearing (e.g. turbine blades).

The pressure and the temperature of the air inside the turbine varies from stage to

stage. This variation means that high temperature and low temperature air exists in

the turbine at the same time, even though in different locations. The same is true for

pressure as well. The pressure applies mechanical stress and material science has come

a long way to make components endure high amount of mechanical stress by finely

tailoring the structure and composition of the materials. But temperature interacts with

the structure and composition of the material, therefore it is quite costly to process

materials that can withstand high amounts of stress. To come up with a solution to

fight off heat, engineers and scientists developed the method of film cooling. Film

cooling is the method of cooling engine parts by using the relatively cooler air present

in the engine. The process is done by directing the cool air into the holes in parts

that are exposed to the high temperatures. The cool air which comes out from these

holes, form a relatively cool boundary layer the hold off the excessive heat at bay.

The effectiveness of this process is an important metric. To measure the effectiveness,

several methods can be used. This study aims to provide an introduction on Pressure

Sensitive Paint(PSP) method and how it can be used to measure the effectiveness of

the film cooling. The theoretical background of PSP is explained in the following

chapters and PSP method on the application of measuring film cooling effectiveness is

examined within the context of the literature studies.
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1.1 Fundamentals of Film Cooling

Film cooling can be defined as a secondary fluid entry that is separated at some

locations through a surface which is under high temperature effects for protecting

this surface both at injection region and downstream region [1]. Secondary fluid is

cooler than the mainstream, it enters with lower temperature profile to the boundary

layer of the mainstream and mixes with main flow [1]. There are several film cooling

configurations such as holes, porous slots, slots angled to mainstream [1]. In the Figure

1.1, the basic film cooling technology can be seen.

Figure 1.1: a) Porous slot, b) Discreted injection holes, c) Angled slot [1]

Film cooling enables to remove heat from the surface of the profile by internal

convection [2]. The heat transfer between surface and the mainstream flow without

cooling is demonstrated in the Equation 1.1

q′′0 = h0(T∞−Tw) (1.1)

Temperature of the mainstream flow is T∞, surface or wall temperature is Tw and h0 is

the heat transfer coefficient. When the wall has cooling holes, the heat transfer between

the film and the wall is described by the Equation 1.2.

q′′ = h(Tf −Tw) (1.2)
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1.1.1 Applications of the Cooling Technology

The film cooling technology is used on engines in order to increase the efficiency

of engine cycle, which is directly proportional to temperature of the mainstream

flow. High temperature could inflict damage on the material, the technology prevents

damage on the engine material with regional coolant fluid. Components of the engine

that are defended from main-hot flow due to injected secondary flow are turbine blades,

shrouds and end walls. The Figure 1.2 illustrates an airfoil with cooling holes, red

arrow represents the hot gas, and the blue ones represents the coolant.

Figure 1.2: Turbine blade with discrete cooling holes [2]

Figure 1.3: Fundamental concept of film cooling [2]
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After the coolant is injected through holes and joins the relatively hot main flow,

boundary layer will occur on the surface of the airfoil. U∞ is mainstream velocity

and T∞ is mainstream temperature, Tc is coolant temperature. In the Figure 1.3 there is

a 2D temperature boundary layer.

1.1.2 Film Cooling Effectiveness

Dimensionless version of the film temperature (T∞) is called film cooling effectiveness

in the equation 1.3 [2]. Film cooling effectiveness is a validation that quantifies the

performance of the technology.

η =
T∞−Tf

T∞−Tc
(1.3)

In the literature, there are computational and experimental studies that are related with

the effectiveness. Studies about film cooling effectiveness investigate the impacts

of several factors including flow conditions and hole geometry-configuration. Flow

conditions of primary and secondary flow includes blowing ratio, momentum flux

ratio, density ratio. Blowing ratio (BR) is the ratio of coolant mass flux to mainstream

mass flux [2]. In the Equation 1.4, ṁc is coolant mass flow rate and Ac is cross section

area of the injection holes.

BlowingRatio =
ṁc/Ac

ṁ∞/A∞

(1.4)

Density ratio (DR) is the ratio of coolant density to mainstream density. Although there

are other properties of the flow such as turbulence intensity of mainstream, density ratio

and blowing ratio is widely used as the varying parameter in the experiments and their

impacts are examined.

Besides the effects of flow conditions, hole configuration and the geometry have also

major impact on the film cooling performance. The studies which will be discussed

in the Chapter 3, commonly investigates the effect of the injection angle. The angle

between the surface of the plate and the coolant direction in the hole is called injection

angle, as it can be seen on the Figure 1.4, as α . Additionally, there is an angle between

the mainstream direction and the hole cross section on the surface which is called the

compound angle, also seen on the below Figure 1.4, as β .

Moreover, number of rows/columns, spacing between holes also have a role on

the boundary layer of the film cooling model, therefore they have influence on the
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Figure 1.4: Injection and Compound Angle [3]

effectiveness.

To sum up, impacts of flow conditions and hole geometry-configuration on the film

cooling performance are the main research topics in order to observe how effectiveness

will change with different parameters, and in order to arrive at the most efficient

configuration. Therefore, experimental and computational researches have been

conducted about film cooling effectiveness. In 1999, Zhang and Fox has proposed

to calculate film cooling effectiveness by an experimental method called Pressure

Sensitive Paint (PSP) [12]. Experimental studies about film cooling effectiveness

mostly have been done by using PSP. PSP will be covered in the Chapter 2. In the

Chapter 3, factors of film cooling effectiveness will be reviewed.
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2. PRESSURE SENSITIVE PAINT

2.1 Fundamentals of Pressure Sensitive Paint

Measuring the pressure on the surface of the airfoil has been one of the crucial

experimental purpose for the aviation industry. Currently, Pressure Sensitive Paint

(PSP) is a paint that provides measurement of pressure on the whole surface that

is to be tested. The surface that is coated with PSP fluoresces under a specific

illumination wavelength in differing intensities depending on the external air pressure

being applied locally to its surface. Due to its homogeneous and coating features,

PSP technology allows nearly infinite resolution for pressure measuring. This ability

to extract a continuous model of pressure distribution is quite beneficial in the early

design stage. Another advantage of PSP is that it is rather easy to apply to and remove

from surfaces. The PSP illuminates when excited by a certain wavelength of light. The

illumination is caused by a phenomenon called ’oxygen quenching’. The paint reacts

with the surrounding oxygen to relieve its excess energy and emits a reddish light.

Therefore, different oxygen densities correlate to different light intensities. Since O2

is homogeneous in the air (constant fraction), high amounts of oxygen mean equally

high amounts of air. This means the differences in the intensity of the emitted lights

is not due to the uneven distribution of oxygen in the air, but is due to the different

amounts of air pressure.

The composition of PSP consists of an oxygen-sensitive fluorescent molecule

embedded in an oxygen permeable binder. The oxygen-sensitive molecules react with

oxygen when they try to relieve their excess energy. Therefore, they must first be given

excess energy or in a simpler term, be excited. The process of exciting is usually done

with a UV light source with a wavelength of 400 nm. When a photon is absorbed by

the molecules in the PSP, the molecule tries to get rid of the energy by emitting an even

longer wavelength of light. But if there is oxygen at present, it prefers to use oxygen

with a reaction to release energy, hence, the oxygen quenching. These 2 methods of

7



energy releasing is happening with different rates for each location on the surface.

Less oxygen means less oxygen quenching, and results in a more reddish glow and

vice versa. With this direct correlation of emitted light and oxygen levels, a camera

can capture the whole pressure distribution on a surface [4].

Figure 2.1: An experimental PSP setup [4]

2.2 Applications of Pressure Sensitive Paint

There has been numerous aerodynamic applications, after aerodynamic experimenters

discovered that the oxygen quenching of luminescence molecules can be utilized in

order to measure the pressure of the airfoil [5]. Firstly, high-speed and unsteady

aerodynamic experiments are one of the applications. The unsteady delta wing

aerodynamics in the Figure 2.2, hypersonic (Mach>5) tunnels in the Figure 2.3 are

the main examples. Secondly, large wind tunnel application of PSP at Japan Aerospace

Exploration Agency (JAXA) has been constructed for large wing models [13]. Thirdly,

PSP can be utilized for oscillating airfoil and scramjet nozzle. A final application of

PSP is in turbo-machinery, the main aim of this application is to calculate film cooling

effectiveness and understand the most efficient turbine blade design.
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Figure 2.2: Delta-wing model showing pressure distribution due to PSP [5]

Figure 2.3: Pressure distribution on the wing model at Mach 10 [5]

2.3 Determination of Film Cooling Effectiveness Using PSP

2.3.1 Heat and Mass Transfer Analogy

According to Kays [14], heat transfer in turbulent boundary layer can be shown as a

form of energy equation that is shown in the Equation 2.1

Vx
∂T
∂x

+Vy
∂T
∂y
−ρ(εT +αT )

∂ 2T
∂y2 = 0 (2.1)

αT is the thermal diffusivity and εT is the turbulent thermal diffusivity. If we assume

that the wall is adiabatic then T = Taw at y=0. Beyond the boundary layer (y > boundary

layer thickness) the temperature is equal to the temperature of the mainstream flow. In

addition, at the beginning of the injection holes (at x=0) T is the same as coolant

temperature.

If mass transfer conditions is to be considered as an analogous case of thermal

conditions, then element/gas concentration of the mainstream is C∞, and the

concentration of the coolant flow is Cc. Furthermore, energy equation could be written

9



with concentration of fluids, in the Equation 2.2 [2].

Vx
∂C
∂x

+Vy
∂C
∂y
−ρ(εM +D)

∂ 2C
y2 = 0 (2.2)

D is the mass diffusivity, εM is the turbulent mass diffusivity. The figure 2.4 illustrates

Figure 2.4: Thermal and mass boundary layers [2]

the thermal and mass boundary layers. They have similar structures, hence turbulent

Lewis number, which is the ratio of thermal diffusivity to mass diffusivity, can be

assumed as 1 [2].

LeT =
εT +αT

εM +D
(2.3)

Because of the identical boundary conditions between mass transfer and thermal

boundaries, film cooling effectiveness can be also written in the form of concentration

that is illustrated in the Equation 2.4.

η =
Tf −T∞

Tc−T∞

≈ Taw−T∞

Tc−T∞

≈ Cw−C∞

Cc−C∞

(2.4)

Certain components of the gas turbine (eg. vanes, blades) have rather turbulent flow

fields. Mainly because high Reynolds numbers are observed over the surfaces of

these components along with additional turbulence increasing effects such as leakage

vortices, film cooling jets etc. [2].
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3. LITERATURE SURVEY

Studies about film cooling efficiency have taken place in the literature since 1970s in

order to achieve the most desirable turbine blade design. Effects of specific design

parameters, such as injection angle, compound angle etc., is usually observed on the

flat plate configuration. Because when the plate is flat and the other parameters are kept

constant, the experiment process would be controlled and it provides understanding of

the effect of the parameter, also flat plates with simple holes are easy to manufacture

and to test. Although there are fan-shaped holes in literature or in industry, this study

will mostly focus on simple holes since it is an initial step for the topic. In the

meantime, the aim of the studies is also to achieve to see the impacts of flow conditions

such as density ratio, blowing ratio etc. In the open literature, these flow conditions

are studied in a specific range with set intervals.

In this chapter, development of the hole configuration will be covered based on the

literature review.

3.1 Hole Configurations

S.V Ekkad has used transient liquid crystal image method to demonstrate compound

angle effect on film cooling effectiveness of injection holes on flat plate with a single

row. Therefore three compound angle are studied β = 0,45,90 with blowing ratio range

(0.5, 1.0, 2.0) with air and CO2 as coolants. Results of Ekkad’s study shows that the

compound angle has higher effectiveness compared to the simple injection [6]. In

addition, Ligrani has also studied compound angle. The distance between center of

two holes in a line is 6D, inclined angle is 24 degree and compound angle is 50.5

degree [15].

In 1999, S.Baldauf has investigated film cooling effectiveness on flat plate by using

Finite Element Analysis which is done to minimize the error on the measuring of wall

temperature [11]. The geometry configuration of S.Baldauf includes three different

injection angles which are 30, 60, 90 degrees and three different hole spacing which

11



are s/D=2, 3, 5 [11].

C.Saumweber’s study which has two rows of cooling, one in line and one in staggered

configuration. Three different row spacings which are 10D, 20D, 30D has been

utilized to observe film cooling effectiveness for each spacing of fan-shaped holes or

simple holes in Saumweber’s study. In addition, inclination angle is kept constant at

30 degrees [7].

Figure 3.1: Hole configuration and film cooling parameters of S.V Ekkad’s study [6]

Figure 3.2: Simple cylindrical holes and fan-shaped holes from Saumweber’s study
[7]

In 2017, L.Song investigated the vortex generator effect on the film cooling

effectiveness, it includes three test coupons with differing angles (α = 20,30,40) each

with a vortex generator and without one [8].

Researchers have worked with multi-row holes as well as with single-row holes.

P.M.Ligrani has studied with two staggered rows of cooling holes [9]. In the Figure

12



Figure 3.3: Illustration of the geometry with vortex generator [8]

3.4, three configurations of test coupons are demonstrated. From this study, effects of

compound angle and effects of hole or row spacing can be observed.

Figure 3.4: Three different configurations [9]

In multi-row cases row spacing should be arranged in a way that will not interfere

with the boundary layer. The film cooling effect of different rows are calculated

by the principle of superposition method that is developed by Sellers [16]. But

superposition method is accurate when large row spacing applied. L.Wang has studied

with numerical method for row spacing of 6D, 10D, 15D, 20D [17].

13



According to literature review, the blowing ratio is studied between 0.25 and 2.00, and

the inclination angle is between 20 and 90, which are blue field in the Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Blowing ratio and injection angle range of literature (blue field) and range
of this study’s intended focus (grey field)

3.2 Effects of Parameters on Film Cooling Effectiveness

Density Ratio (DR) is the ratio of coolant density to mainstream density. In the Figure

3.6, when blowing ratio is around 0.5, lateral average effectiveness is decrease with

density ratio [10]. In Baldauf’s study, finite element analysis shows that increasing

density ratio (1.2, 1.5, and 1.8) affects local adiabatic effectiveness positively [11].

DR =
ρc

ρ∞

(3.1)

14



Figure 3.6: Density ratio vs lateral average effectiveness [10]

The results of L.Song’s coupons without vortex generator allows us to clearly

understand the impact of inclination angle because of three different angles [8]. The

graph includes results of several studies mentioned before. According to this graph

maximum effectiveness is around 20 degrees as shown in the Figure 3.7. Therefore

cruised region is chosen around 20 degree in the Figure 3.5.

According to results of Baldauf, besides the effect of inclination angle or hole spacing,

effect of turbulence intensity can be concluded since Baldauf has utilized two different

turbulence intensity (1.5% and 4%). If the turbulence intensity increases, boundary

layer will be mixed more. Hence, cooling effectiveness will decreases. The Figure 3.9

and the Figure 3.8 illustrate how cooling effectiveness would be affected from increase

of turbulence intensity.

15



Figure 3.7: Effect of injection angle

Figure 3.8: Turbulence Intensity 4 % [11]

Figure 3.9: Turbulence Intensity 1.5 % [11]
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4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

4.1 Test Coupons

There has been crucial studies which lead future research about film cooling

effectiveness. The studies include several parameters that can be changed, such as

density ratio, blowing ratio, hole configuration etc. in order to understand the impacts

of parameters on effectiveness of the cooling technology. Although components in the

engine which benefit from film cooling such as turbine blade, shrouds, end-walls have

curved geometry instead of flat, in literature, observing effectiveness of holes on the

flat plate is very common. That is because the flat plate enables us to see the effect of

certain parameters, and it is easy to manufacture.

In this study, the aim is to determine the most desirable injection angle of holes on

a flat plate when compound angle is zero. According to literature review [6]- [17],

injection angle is usually set between 20 to 30 degrees. The Figure 3.7 shows that the

maximum effectiveness is around 20 degrees. In order to demonstrate the maximum

effectiveness point more clearly, the range of the injection angle will start 15 degrees.

In addition, if the hole has compound angle, injection angle could be increased further.

That is why, for future studies, the injection angle range will end at 35 degrees because

the hole may include compound angle. The injection angle range of testing is decided

to be between 15 to 35 degrees.

Figure 4.1: Example of The Coupon

17



The Figure 4.1 shows an example of a coupon which is drawn by ANSYS

GEOMETRY. In the Table, the characteristics of the coupon can be seen.

Table 4.1: Characteristics of Test Coupons

Coupon 1 Coupon 2 Coupon 3 Coupon 4 Coupon 5
Diameter of the hole 0.76 mm 0.76 mm 0.76 mm 0.76 mm 0.76 mm
Injection Angle 15 20 25 30 35
Compound Angle 0 0 0 0 0
Lateral Distance Between Holes 5D 5D 5D 5D 5D

4.2 Test Setup

4.2.1 Determination of Film Cooling Effectiveness with PSP

Pressure Sensitive Paint is a method of measuring the external air pressure on a surface

inside of an airflow. The chemical composition of the paint contains a fluorescent

ingredient. The fluorescent chemical in the paint emits a light that is in the red region

of the spectrum when triggered by a blue wavelength light. There are two different

ways for an excited electron to settle down to its prior stable state. The first one is to

emit red light, the second one is to interact with the oxygen around it which is called

oxygen quenching. When high density of oxygen is present, the excited electrons

prefer the radiation free way of interacting with the oxygen. This means the amount of

red light emitted decreases with increasing oxygen which is the result of high partial

pressure. This relation between the amount of emitted red light and partial pressure is

captured by a scientific grade CCD (chargecoupled device) camera with a red filter to

exclude triggering blue lights [2].
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Figure 4.2: CCD Camera

Researchers at the Turbine Heat Transfer Lab in Texas A&M University has studied

that mass transfer analogy based on Pressure Sensitive Paint in order to demonstrate the

film cooling effectiveness in detail [2] .To be able to arrive at well-defined results, there

must be 30 to 40 diameters long of coated region from the cooling holes. Therefore

test coupons, in the basic flow chart of test setup, has larger area than the cross section

of the coolant box. Instead of painting the whole wall of wind tunnel, it was easy

to coat detachable coupons since the process of spraying the PSP on the surface

requires serious attention. Pressure Sensitive Paint should be evenly distributed over

the surface. Because the emitted light, which is observed by CCD camera, could

misrepresent the cooling effectiveness if the coat is not sprayed uniformly. In the

Figure 4.3, it is an example of the spray gun and this gun is for larger surfaces.

Figure 4.3: Spray Gun for PSP [4]
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4.2.2 Mechanism of the Flow Lab

Figure 4.4: Mechanism of the Flow Lab
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There is a facility that provides primary and secondary flows to observe the cooling

effectiveness of a surface. Before the coated test coupon and CCD camera, primary and

secondary flow follow a process. In the Figure 4.4, red arrows represent primary flow

and blue arrows represent secondary flow. In addition, as it is mentioned in Chapter 1,

primary flow is the mainstream flow which is the hot gas in gas turbine, secondary flow

is the coolant gas which is injected from cooling holes. In this flow facility, there are

air and CO2 supplies.The air is used as hot gas and CO2 is used as coolant gas. The air

is compressed outside of the facility, and it follows a particle filter and a flow regulator.

The sonic nozzle before the settling chamber enables us to control the mass flow. There

is a formula which is retrieved from the manufacturer of the sonic nozzle, it gives mass

flow and it includes upstream pressure (P1) and temperature (T1). By arranging P1 and

T1, mass flow can be controlled. After sonic nozzle, controlled and steady air flow

goes into settling chamber which has 2 strainers in it in order to make fully developed

flow. Fully developed flow goes into wind tunnel with parallel road to the test coupons

or coolant box cross section. In the meantime, CO2 is vaporized by heater in order to

provide the initial conditions. After passing through valve and mass flow controller,

CO2 reaches coolant box. In addition, for some test to check for leakage and noise, air

could be used as secondary flow too. Therefore, there is an another way that the air

follows, it passes through diverting valve and mass flow controller, then it goes into

wind tunnel from the coolant box. There is a coated test coupon between coolant box

and wind tunnel, it is a flat plate with cooling holes and it is removable. The flow

from the coolant box enters the wind tunnel thanks to the holes, in the wind tunnel the

main flow and the secondary flow forms a flow profile and basically this profile can be

captured. The Figure 4.4 shows the simple mechanism of the facility and simply how

it works.
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Figure 4.5: The Sonic Nozzle and The Primary Flow

Figure 4.6: Inside of the Settling Chamber
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Figure 4.7: Wind Tunnel

Figure 4.8: Coolant Box
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5. CONCLUSION

5.1 Discussion

In conclusion, the film cooling effectiveness on the components of the gas turbine

engine is a crucial consideration for the optimal design of the components. Pressure

Sensitive Paint is a method that provides an opportunity to observe the film cooling

effectiveness in turbo-machinery applications. In order to arrive at the most desirable

design of the turbine engine components (such as turbine blade), effects of the hole

configuration or flow properties should be investigated. By PSP method, several factors

can be observed clearly. Those factors are usually investigated on the flat plate with

cooling holes. In literature, there has been studies that shows the effect of the density

ratio and the turbulence intensity. If density ratio increases, the performance of the

cooling technology increases since the density ratio is directly proportional to the

coolant density. On the other hand, the turbulence intensity has a performance reducing

effect. Inclination angle is also one of the factors that needs to be examined.

5.2 Future Studies

20 degrees to 90 degrees has already been investigated with and without compound

angle. The aim of future studies is to test the inclination angle effect between 15

degrees and 35 degrees by using PSP since maximum effectiveness is achieved around

20 degrees. These results can be compared with numerical studies. In addition, results

of simple holes on the flat plate may be reference of the study which observes the

effects of manufacturing methods (Additive Manufacturing or Electrical Discharge

Machining).
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